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February 7, 2014 Our File:  7555 

 

 

VIA E-MAIL 

 

Erica Hamilton 
Commission Secretary 
BC Utilities Commission 
Sixth Floor - 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC   V6Z 2N3 

 

Re: British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority Application for Approval of Charges 

Related to Meter Choices Program 

 

1. We represent the British Columbia Pensioners’ and Seniors’ Organization, Active 

Support Against Poverty, BC Coalition of People with Disabilities, Counsel of Senior 

Citizens’ Organizations of BC, and the Tenant Resource and Advisory Centre, known 

collectively in regulatory processes as “BCPSO et al.”  

2. Our clients are organizations whose members are low and fixed income BC Hydro 

residential ratepayers – arguably the most vulnerable members of the communities that 

comprise BC Hydro’s service territory with respect to changes in monthly expenses.  As 

such, they have a direct and material interest in the outcome of this proceeding.  

 

Background 

3. Section 17(2) of the Clean Energy Act1 and the associated Smart Meters and Smart Grid 

Regulation required BC Hydro to install smart meters on all eligible premises by the end 

of 2012.2  

 

4. While the majority of BC Hydro’s customers have accepted the installation of smart 

meters, a small portion of customers have requested that the installation of smart meters 

at their premises be put on hold.3  As of September 22, 2013, these customers consisted 

of roughly 55,000 residential and 5,000 commercial customers.  In addition, smart meter 

                                                
1
 [SBC 2010] c. 22. 

2
 B.C. Reg. 368/2010, s. 3(1). 

3
 Exhibit B-1, p. 1-1. 

mailto:bcpiac@bcpiac.com
http://www.bcpiac.com/
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_10022_01
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installation was put on hold for “other reasons” for about 15,000 customers (12,000 

residential and 3,000 commercial).4 

 

5. On July 18, 2013 the BC Government announced the Meter Choices Program, which 

offers “eligible customers” a choice between: 

 A standard smart meter; 

 A radio-off meter for a one-time set-up fee and monthly operating fee (“Radio-Off 
Meter Option”); or 

 Retaining their analog meter for a monthly fee (“Legacy Meter Option”).5 
 

6. On September 25, 2013 the Lieutenant Governor in Council issued Direction No. 4, 
which specified which customers would be eligible for the Meter Choices Program, and 
directed the BCUC to allow BC Hydro to recover “program, investigation and 
infrastructure costs” from the applicable Legacy and Radio-Off Meter Option customers.  
Direction No. 4 also directed the BCUC to permit recovery of failed installation costs 
from customers at premises where failed installation had occurred.  Finally, the BCUC 
was directed to allow BC Hydro to establish a regulatory account for the recovery of 
costs related to the Meter Choices Program and SMI for the period from January 1, 2013 
to March 31, 2014.6 

Meter Choice Program Status and Approvals Required 
 

7. On October 7, 2013 BC Hydro filed an Application with the BCUC for Approval of 

Charges Related to the Meter Choices Program (the “Application”). 

 

8. On October 9, 2013 the Commission issued Order No. G-166-13 which approved the 

new terms and conditions related to the Meter Choices Program in the Electric Tariff on 

a final basis as well as the proposed failed installation charge on an interim and 

refundable basis, both effective October 25, 2013.  Furthermore, the BCUC authorized 

BC Hydro to include in its existing SMI Regulatory Account the program costs, 

investigation costs and infrastructure costs that are not recovered from eligible 

customers at premises where a legacy meter or radio-off meter is installed, and costs 

related to smart meters, which are incurred during the period January 1, 2013 to March 

31, 2014. 

 

9. On October 11, 2013, the Commission issued Order No. G-167-13, which approved the 

proposed Meter Choices Program charges (detailed below) on an interim and refundable 

basis.  Order No. G-167-13 also established a regulatory timetable and directed that the 

hearing was limited in scope to the recovery of costs of providing services to customers 

in relation to their choice of meters.  The sections below address issues arising from the 

application and information requests on this matter.  

                                                
4
 Exhibit B-11, BCUC 2.22.1 

5
 Exhibit B-6-1, BCPSO 1.7.1.1; see also: http://www.bchydro.com/energy-in-

bc/projects/smart_metering_infrastructure_program/smart_meter_installation/installation_preparation/met
er-choice.html 
6
 Exhibit B-1, Appendix B. 

http://www.bchydro.com/energy-in-bc/projects/smart_metering_infrastructure_program/smart_meter_installation/installation_preparation/meter-choice.html
http://www.bchydro.com/energy-in-bc/projects/smart_metering_infrastructure_program/smart_meter_installation/installation_preparation/meter-choice.html
http://www.bchydro.com/energy-in-bc/projects/smart_metering_infrastructure_program/smart_meter_installation/installation_preparation/meter-choice.html
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Proposed Charges 

 

10. The charges BC Hydro proposes for “eligible customers” are as follows7: 

 

 
 

11. BC Hydro is of the view that neither s.3(1)(a)(i) of Direction 4, nor any other legal 

provision, prevent the Commission from determining that the proposed s.11.3 

Miscellaneous Charges (the “Meter Choices Charges”) would allow BC Hydro to collect 

more revenue than the corresponding “program costs, investigation costs and 

infrastructure costs” (as defined).8  Further, BC Hydro understands the Commission to 

be empowered “to reduce the amounts proposed by BC Hydro to amounts the 

Commission determines would allow BC Hydro to recover no more revenue than the 

corresponding costs.”9 

 

12. BCPSO agrees with this interpretation, and submits that the proposed charges exceed 

their stated purpose of cost recovery; specific areas in which the charge should be 

reduced are detailed in the sections below.   

FortisBC Inc. (“FBC”) Meter Option Charges 

 

13. For perspective, BCPSO wishes to highlight the Commission decision in the parallel 

FBC AMI Radio-Off Meter Option Application (“FBC Meter Option Application”).  In that 

proceeding, the Commission did not approve FBC’s proposed meter option charges as 

filed, which were already substantially less than BC Hydro’s proposed charges in this 

proceeding.  In Order G-220-13, the Commission approved the following as “just and 

reasonable”:  

 Per-premise setup fee: 

o If Radio-Off Meter is chosen prior to commencement of AMI deployment 

in the customer’s region: $60.00; 

                                                
7
 Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 1-3. 

8
 Exhibit B-6-1, BCSEA 1.1.4.1. 

9
 Exhibit B-6-1, BCSEA 1.1.4.3.    
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o If Radio-Off Meter is chosen after commencement of AMI deployment in 

the customer’s region: $88.00  

 Bi-monthly per-read fee: $18.00. 

  

14. As FBC’s ongoing meter option fees have been set out as “bi-monthly per-read” fees, 

the equivalent “monthly” fee would be $9.00. 

 

15. BC Hydro indicated that it would not make any changes to its proposed Meter Choices 

Program charges based on the outcome of the FBC Meter Option Application.10  When 

questioned on significant difference in proposed charges, BC Hydro stated that it is “not 

familiar with the cost model used by FortisBC to estimate costs in the determination of 

their proposed charges and therefore cannot comment specifically on contributors to the 

observed difference in proposed fees.”11 

 

16. BC Hydro ostensibly attempts to further distance itself from the parallel FBC AMI Meter 

Option proceeding, stating that 

“BC Hydro understands the FortisBC program options and application to be 
different from its Meter Choices Program and application.  Furthermore, 
differences in service territory characteristics, customer segments, meter options, 
operational processes, etc. will result in different forecasted incremental costs.”12  
 

17. BCPSO acknowledges that the BC Hydro application is a different application than the 

FortisBC application, and that BCUC has previously stated that “the rates of BC Hydro 

and FortisBC will differ due to different cost drivers.”13 Still, BCPSO is of the view that 

the two applications are sufficiently similar to offer a useful comparator for the 

Commission.  BCPSO further submits that it is difficult to believe that BC Hydro would 

not have been familiar with a parallel application (and the cost model being used) in 

proceeding concerning a neighbouring service territory. BC Hydro itself appears to 

acknowledge the similarity between the two proceedings in using comments from the 

Commission decision in the FBC proceeding to bolster its own responses to information 

requests in the present proceeding (see, for example, BCPSO 2.27.1) 

Participation Rates 

18. Since some of the costs are fixed (e.g. IT costs) and others do not vary directly with the 

number of program participants, assumptions regarding participation in the Meter 

Choices Program can impact the initial and monthly per customer charges.14 

 

19. BC Hydro has assumed a participation rate of 0.6% of total Residential premises (which 

amounts to 10,000 premises), and assumed that these are split 50/50 between the 

                                                
10

 Exhibit B-11, BCSEA 2.17.2. 
11

 Exhibit B-6-1, RDCK 1.8.0. 
12

 Exhibit B-11, BCSEA 2.17.2. 
13

 Exhibit B-6-1, RDCK 1.10.0. 
14

 Exhibit B-5, BCUC 1.6.2 
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Legacy and Radio-Off Meter Options.15  This participation rate is within the range 

experienced by other utilities offering smart meter opt-out programs.16 

 

20. As of December 13, 2013, 2,254 customers had opted for the Legacy Meter Option, 450 

for the Radio-Off Meter Option, and 17,132 were deemed to choose the Legacy Meter 

Option by virtue of either not responding or making an “invalid choice.”17  As a result, the 

total participation in the Meter Choices Program cannot be more than 20,000, and will 

likely be less as customers in the last category clarify their positions.  Overall, 10,000 

participants appears to be a reasonable assumption, at least for the first year of the 

Program. 

Range Extenders 

21. BCPSO notes that BC Hydro has revised its estimated requirement for step-down 

transformers to support the installation of additional range extenders, reducing the 

monthly charges for the Radio-Off and Legacy Meter Options by $0.46/month.18 

Alternative Methods of Meter Reading and Meter Reading Frequency 

 

22. In preparing its costs estimates BC Hydro has assumed that, for customers who opt for 

either the Legacy Meter or the Radio-Off Meter, there will be six manual reads per year.  

This assumption impacts both the capital costs for Download Handheld units and the 

annual operating costs for Meter Reading. 

 

23. BC Hydro claims that this interval of meter reading is necessary in order to: i) ensure 

accurate bills; ii) to identify anomalies in the electric system; and iii) to support timely 

energy balance analysis.19   

 

24. BCPSO submits that there are effectively two other alternatives available to BC Hydro. 

The first would be a self-reporting system for meter reading. BC Hydro already has a 

system in place for this alternative: some customers currently provide self-reads where 

on-site meter reading could not take place.20 

 

25. With respect to this first option, BC Hydro expresses concerns about the accuracy of the 

meter reads it would receive,21 as well as the additional costs that would be involved if a 

significant number of customers chose this approach.  Overall, BC Hydro concludes that 

                                                
15

 Exhibit B-1, Application, p. 3-4. 
16

 Exhibit B-1, pp 3-3 to 3-4 and CEC 1.21.1 
17

 Exhibit B-8, BCH Submitting Enrollment Status. 
18

 BC Hydro, Final Submission, p. 15. 
19

 Exhibit B-5, BCUC 1.9.2 
20

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCPSO 1.20.1;  
21

 Exhibit B-5, 1.9.2 
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a self-read program would not significantly impact the cost of the Meter Choices 

program.22  

 

26. The second choice is to actually reduce the number of meter reads per year for these 

customers.  For the Radio-Off Meter Option, the costs of manual meter reading make up 

about 76% of the total monthly costs.  For legacy meters, manual meter reading 

accounts for about 39% of the total monthly costs.23  Furthermore, the response to 

BCUC 1.9.6 suggests that these meter reading costs would drop substantially (over 

60%) if the number of manual reads were reduced to two per year.  BCPSO also notes 

that for customers on equal billing, a reduction to two reads per year (as opposed to six) 

would not reduce the “accuracy of their bills.”   

 

27. While there may be some loss of benefits to the system with fewer meter reads, this has 

not been clearly substantiated; the substantial cost reduction has been.  BCPSO submits 

that the serious consideration should be given to permitting customers requiring manual 

meter reading to only have two reads per annum. We question whether BC Hydro 

conducting a few less manual meter reads per year (whether supplemented by customer 

self-reads or not) would impact the theft reduction and other benefits of the SMI system 

enough that it would outweigh the costs saved by reducing manual reads. 

Account Processing and “Training & Transition to Operations” Costs 

28. Account processing costs to modify a customer account to reflect radio-off or legacy 

meter are based the current Account Charge of $12.40 in BC Hydro’s Electric Tariff.24  

The response to CEC 1.32.1 provides an extensive list of the activities that are 

undertaken to process a new account.  It is difficult to see how processing a request for 

enrollment in the Meter Choices Program (which is what the allowance for account 

processing costs is meant to capture25) could require anywhere near the equivalent 

amount of time.  BCPSO suggests that half of this value be used for setting the account 

processing costs associated with the Meter Choices Program. 

 

29. Further, for Radio-Off Meter Option customers, Account Processing costs are included 

as part of the initial $100/$155 cost.  However, for Legacy Meter Option customers, 

these costs are “amortized” over a four-year period and included as part of the monthly 

charge.26  When asked about the choice of four years, BC Hydro indicated that this was 

based on the length of time it expected to have legacy meters in inventory.27   

 

30. There are two problems with the proposed four year period.  First, as shown in Table 3-

11 of the Application, the inventory of legacy meters is expected to last five years, not 

                                                
22

 Exhibit B-10, BCUC 2.29.3. 
23

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCSEA 1.14.2. 
24

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-13. 
25

 Exhibit B-6-1, CEC 1.32.8.1 & BCPSO 2.30.1. 
26

 Exhibit B1, p. 3-25. 
27

 Exhibit B-5, BCUC 1.16.1. 
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four.  Second, and more importantly, it is not until the last of the legacy meters from 

inventory are themselves retired that there will no longer be any legacy meters in 

service.  BC Hydro suggests that this will occur around 2021,28 which means legacy 

meters will be in operation for eight years.  BCPSO submits that eight years is the 

appropriate recovery period to use for these costs, and the monthly charge for legacy 

meter customers should be adjusted accordingly. 

 

31. These same observations and comments apply to the recovery period used for the 

“Training and Transition to Operations” costs included in the monthly charge for legacy 

meter customers.29 

 

Legacy Meter Exchange/Meter Seal Expiry 

 

32. For those customers participating in the Legacy Meter Option, when the meter seal 

expires on the customer’s existing legacy meter, BC Hydro will replace it with another 

legacy meter as long as there is a suitable meter in its inventory.30 BC Hydro estimates 

that with 5,000 customers choosing the legacy meter option, the inventory will be 

exhausted by the end of 201831 and that all meters’ seals will have expired by 2021.32  

 

33. BC Hydro has included the cost of replacing the existing legacy meters with ones in 

inventory (for as long the inventory lasts) in the monthly charge for Legacy Meter Option 

customers.  The total cost of these replacements, based on 5,000 Legacy Meter Option 

customers, is $209,903.33  In calculating the annual/monthly cost, BC Hydro is proposing 

to spread the cost evenly over the recovery period; however, instead of the dividing the 

total cost by the eight years that legacy meters will be in-service (i.e., 2014 to 2021, 

when the last meter seal expires) BC Hydro has divided the costs by five.  Correcting for 

this error would reduce the contribution of the meter exchange costs to the monthly 

charge from $0.8034 to $0.50.   

Deferred Capital Cost Savings 

34. BC Hydro has acknowledged that by choosing to retain their existing meter, Legacy 

Meter Option customers are deferring the need for BC Hydro to incur the cost of 

purchasing and installing a smart meter.35  The estimated avoided costs are $12.39 per 

year or $1.03 per month.  BCPSO submits that this amount should be credited (i.e., used 

to reduce) the monthly charge applicable to Legacy Meter Option customers. 

                                                
28

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-18. 
29

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-15 & 3-25. 
30

 Exhibit B-1, p. 2-7. 
31

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-17. 
32

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-16. 
33

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-17, Table 3-11. 
34

 Exhibit B-1, Appendix I. 
35

 Exhibit B-11, Wong 2.1.1 
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Treatment of Exit Charge 

35. The proposed initial fee for Radio-Off Option customers includes $55 associated with 

attending the customer’s premise and reactivating the meter “in the event the customer 

moves from the premise or chooses a smart meter with radio on” (the “Exit Charge”)36 

BC Hydro acknowledges that an alternative approach would be to reduce the initial 

charge for the Radio-Off option and apply a separate charge at the time the customer 

either chooses or smart meter or moves from the premises.37 

 

36. BC Hydro’s approach assumes that all Radio-Off Option customers will eventually 

require their meter to be reactivated.  However, unless the customer moves, there is no 

obligation or specific requirement for that customer’s meter to be reactivated.  Indeed, 

the use of the radio-off meter could well extend beyond the death of the current account 

holder.38 As a result, BCPSO submits that the preferred approach (and one that better 

reflects the principle of cost causality) would be to levy a separate charge when and if 

the meter is to be reactivated. 

 

37. In the alternative, if the Commission determines that the exit fee should be collected 

upfront, Radio-Off Option customers should be credited with the carrying cost associated 

with the $55 fee which BC Hydro is collecting before it is actually required.  Given that 

the $55 is roughly half of the $107 cost for smart meter used in the calculation of the 

Deferred Capital Cost credit of $1.03 per month,39 the credit associated with pre-paying 

the Exit Charge would be $0.52/month. 

 

38. One final observation on the Exit Charge is warranted. BC Hydro also tries to rationalize 

the inclusion of the $55 on the basis that, in nearly all cases, BC Hydro has already 

incurred the cost of attending the customer’s premises and incurred “unable to complete” 

costs.40  However, BC Hydro was not successful in performing smart meter installations 

on the first visit for a number of customers who currently have smart meters installed at 

their premises.41  It is unreasonable to suggest that Meter Choices Program participants 

should be responsible for these costs when customers who have since received smart 

meters were not held directly responsible for them.42   

Setting Charges on Bi-monthly Basis 
 

                                                
36

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-15. 
37

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.28.1. 
38

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCSEA 1.7.6. 
39

 Exhibit B-11, Wong 2.1.1. 
40

 Exhibit B-10, BCUC 2.27.1. 
41

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.6.2. 
42

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.1.1 & 2.1.3. 
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39. Finally, BCPSO agrees with BCSEA’s suggestion that cost-recovery rationale for the 

Meter Choices Program charges would be conveyed more effectively if charges were set 

on a bi-monthly basis.43 

Low Income Opt-Out Subsidy 

 

40. BCPSO encourages the Commission to consider those who suffer from electromagnetic 

hypersensitivity disorder, or believe they do. Some of these individuals may be unable to 

afford the significant costs associated with opting out of having a smart meter.  This is 

particularly so in light of in light of BC Hydro’s November 26, 2013 announcement of 

impending significant rate increases.  

 

41. For context, a BC Hydro customer who is single with no dependents and receives 

provincial income assistance relies on a monthly income of $610.  A person receiving 

provincial disability benefits relies on a monthly income of $906.  The amount allocated 

for shelter for either of these individuals is $375; shelter costs include utilities.44  While a 

one-time setup fee of $100 and a monthly fee of $20 (for radio-off smart meters) or a 

monthly fee of $35 (for legacy meters) may not seem unmanageable for the average 

ratepayer, it is difficult to conceive how a person with an income that low would be able 

to exercise the “option” presented.  The situation of a person on income assistance is a 

particularly striking example; however, around 10% of people in British Columbia live 

below the low income cut-off (LICO).45  A large number of residential ratepayers would 

likely be unable to pay to proposed fees.  The question posed in Polden 1.3.8 illustrates 

how extreme the choices between basic necessities can become for low income people 

that feel strongly about opting out of a smart meter.   

42. BCPSO presumes the intent of section 3(1)(a)(i) of Direction 4 was to ensure that 

customers accepting smart meters are not subsidizing those eligible customers choosing 

(or being deemed to choose) one of the Meter Choices.  We submit the wording of this 

section does not preclude the creation of a subsidy for low income eligible customers, 

whereby, for example, the costs of the Radio-Off/Legacy Meter Options as a whole could 

be borne by those customers choosing the Radio-Off/Legacy Meter Options, but with 

higher income Radio-Off/Legacy Meter Options customers subsidizing the cost of Radio-

Off/Legacy Meter Options for low-income customers.”46  This would still ensure that the 

costs of the Meter Choices Program are recovered from residential customers at  

premises where a legacy meter or radio-off meter is installed, as required by section 

3(1)(a)(i). 

 

                                                
43

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCSEA 1.14.3. 
44

 http://www.gov.bc.ca/meia/online_resource/verification_and_eligibility/payassist/policy.html. 
45

 Government of British Columbia, “BC LICO rates and low-income supports (Factsheet),” (Ministry of 
Children and Family Development, 2013), online: 
http://www.newsroom.gov.bc.ca/ministries/children-and-family-development/factsheets/factsheet-bc-lico-
rates.html. 
46

 Exhibit C5-2, BCPSO 1.3.1.   

http://www.gov.bc.ca/meia/online_resource/verification_and_eligibility/payassist/policy.html
http://www.newsroom.gov.bc.ca/ministries/children-and-family-development/factsheets/factsheet-bc-lico-rates.html
http://www.newsroom.gov.bc.ca/ministries/children-and-family-development/factsheets/factsheet-bc-lico-rates.html
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43. While BC Hydro states that “subsidised rates for utility service for low income or disabled 

customers is a matter for government policy and not considered under the Utilities 

Commission Act and regulation provisions of general application,”47 BCPSO submits that 

BC Hydro should be required to provide a framework in which all customers can 

meaningfully participate in the Meter Choices Program.  

 
44. BCPSO submits the Commission should consider an intra-opt-out group subsidy for low 

income opters-out to enable the Legacy Meter Option and the Radio-Off Meter Option to 

be real options for low income “eligible customers.”  The subsidy could be less than 

100%, but should be in an amount at least commensurate with income disparity between 

average and LICO incomes. 

 Failed Installation Charge 

 

45. The proposed Failed Installation Charge of $65 reflects the estimated cost of attending 

the customer’s premise a second time and call centre costs to contact the customer 

following the failed visit.48 

 

46. BCPSO is concerned about the circumstances under which the Failed Installation 

Charge would be applied. In particular, since BC Hydro is unable to schedule each 

customer’s meter exchange to a specific date and time,49 the Failed Installation Charges 

could potentially be applied simply because no one is at the premise as a result of the 

customer not knowing when BC Hydro personnel would arrive.   

 

47. BC Hydro suggests that “arrangements” for the necessary appointments can be made 

by contacting its call centre.50  If this means that under such circumstances, BC Hydro is 

willing to commit to attending premise within a specific service time window (e.g., a four- 

hour period on a specific day), then our concerns are alleviated.  If not, there is still 

potential for Failed Installation Charges to be levied under circumstances that are 

beyond the customer’s control. 

 

48. Further, BC Hydro notes in that an “obstruction” (per p. 2-8 of the Application) “refers to 

anything that blocks reasonable, safe, physical access to the meter base including by 

debris, unsafe walkways or other means of access, or the presence of animals, and the 

customer does not remedy the problem upon being requested by BC Hydro,”51 and has 

also confirmed that a “permanent obstruction” must be removed regardless of cost to the 

customer.52  

 

                                                
47

 Exhibit B-6-1, Polden 1.3.2. 
48

 Exhibit B-1, p. 3-27. 
49

 Exhibit B-5, BCUC 1.21.1. 
50

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCPSO 1.4.1.1 & 1.4.3. 
51

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCPSO 1.4.1. 
52

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.2.2.   
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49. BCPSO submits that this fails to consider situations in which the account holder is not 

the property owner, which is frequently the case for residential ratepayers.  In such 

situations, removal of “obstructions” may not be entirely within account holder’s control, 

and may require more significant accommodation that the “special arrangements” BC 

Hydro proposes53 before failed installation charges are applied. 

Reconnection Charge 

 

1. BC Hydro levies a reconnection charge when it is necessary to reconnect a customer for 

(inter alia) breach of its electric tariff. For BCPSO’s clients this usually means failure 

(often inability) to pay their hydro bill. 

 

2. BC Hydro’s current policy is that following disconnection for non-payment, reconnection 

will only be carried out following payment of the Minimum Reconnection Charge, as 

follows: 

 $125 per meter if the Customer request for reconnection allows BC Hydro to 

make the reconnection during regular working hours; 

 $158 per meter if the Customer request for reconnection requires BC Hydro to 

make the reconnection on overtime; and 

 $355 per meter if the Customer request for reconnection requires BC Hydro to 

make the reconnection on a call out54 

 

3. In addition, BC Hydro has a “Collection Charge” of $39, which is applied when a BC 

Hydro representative attends a customer’s premise to disconnect service, but on 

attending, the customer undertakes to pay the amount outstanding.55 BC Hydro 

acknowledges in its Final Argument that the Collection Charge is outdated.56  

 

4. As confirmed in BCPSO 2.24.1, the reconnection charge was a cost-based charge, and 

was approved by the Commission on that basis in Order G-130-07.  The rates were 

based on cost studies carried out by BC Hydro of the average time it took for its 

employee to attend the premises and reconnect a defaulting customer. 

 

5. BC Hydro has confirmed that, save for a few exceptions, customers with radio-enabled 

smart meters with telecom connectivity can generally be connected and disconnected 

without BC Hydro visiting the customer’s premises.57 

 

6. Despite this, BC Hydro states that reconnection charges will apply to all customers (per 

the Electric Tariff); that is, not only to those customers participating in the Legacy Meter 

and Radio-Off Meter Options, which require manual meter reads.58  

                                                
53

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCPSO 1.1.4.1. 
54

 BC Hydro Electric Tariff, p. 39. 
55

 BC Hydro Electric Tariff, p. 26 & 40. 
56

 BC Hydro Final Argument, para. 67. 
57

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.21.1. 
58

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.21.2. 
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7. BC Hydro has further stated that it intends to review disconnection/reconnection costs 

after smart meter program implementation is complete and operations stabilize, and 

would file any necessary amendment to the BC Hydro Electric Tariff with a future rate 

design application.59  Smart meter implementation is expected to be substantially 

complete by June 2014.60 

 

8. BCPSO’s client organizations represent BC Hydro’s ratepayers who are pensioners, on 

income assistance or disability, or are members of the working poor; most of these 

ratepayers already live in energy poverty. This will only be worsened by BC Hydro’s 

substantial impending rate increases, as these customers will not experience a parallel 

increase in their income to counter their increased energy costs.  More than ever, fixed 

and low income ratepayers will be faced with very difficult choices of the priority to be 

accorded basic necessities such as food, shelter, and utilities. It is therefore particularly 

critical that the Commission ensure that all charges related to smart meters and the 

Meter Choices Program are fair and reasonable.   

 

9. BCPSO put a number of information requests to BC Hydro regarding the reconnection 

charge (Exhibit C1-4), some of which BC Hydro responded to and others it declined to 

respond on the grounds that the topic was out of scope.61  

 
10. BC Hydro declined to provide a calculation of the reconnection costs for smart meters, 

legacy meters, and radio-off meters.62 BCPSO notes that notwithstanding some caveats, 

FBC recently estimated the cost of remote reconnection to be less than $10.63  

 

11. The fact that the reconnection charge is no longer reflective of the cost of service is 

demonstrated by BC Hydro altering its usual fee application following the introduction of 

smart meters (and therefore, remote reconnections).  BC Hydro states that “although the 

Tariff permits higher reconnection charges outside of regular working hours, in practise 

and assuming that a remote reconnection is successful, BC Hydro will not charge more 

than the minimum charge of $125 per meter for customers with radio-enabled smart 

meters regardless of the time the reconnection is performed.”64 

 
12. BCPSO submits that the introduction of smart meters has rendered the reconnection 

charge (to those who can be remotely reconnected) unjust and unreasonable pursuant 

to s. 59(5)(a) of the Utilities Commission Act, given that it is no longer cost-based; it is 

“more than a fair and reasonable charge for the service of the nature and quality 

                                                
59

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.21.3. 
60

 Exhibit B-6-1, BCSEA 1.3.2. 
61

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.22.2.1, 2.22.3.1, 2.22.3.2. 
62

Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.24.2 
63

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.24.3; FBC 2013 AMI CPCN, Exhibit B-6, BCUC 1.92.2.1. 
64

 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.21.3. 
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provided by the utility.”65  Those customers who can be remotely reconnected will pay 

the same charge as those for whom reconnection requires a site visit (despite the 

obvious differences in the cost of these services). 

 
13. BCPSO submits that the reconnection charge is in scope for this proceeding. The 

Commission states in Order G-167-13 that the present written hearing “is limited in 

scope to the recovery of costs of providing services to customers in relation to their 

choice of meters.”66  BCPSO submits that the reconnection charge is part of the 

recovery of costs of providing services to customers in relation to their choice of meters; 

namely, where a customer has “chosen” a smart meter, the cost of providing 

reconnection services, which can then be done remotely, has decreased significantly.  If 

the Commission is to apply charges in relation to opting out of the smart meter program, 

so too should it be empowered to reduce charges where smart meter implementation 

has rendered said charges inappropriate or unjust.  

 
14. As noted above, BC Hydro states that it intends to review disconnection/reconnection 

costs as part of its next rate design application.67  BCPSO notes that BC Hydro’s next 

rate design application will not be filed until F2016.68 It is BCPSO’s position that this is 

too long to wait for this issue to be addressed.  BCPSO submits that the charge is unjust 

and unreasonable, and cannot be left for potential reevaluation “once the Smart 

Metering project is complete and operations stabilize.”  

 

15. As a result, BCPSO submits that the Commission should determine a just and 

reasonable collection charge and minimum reconnection charge, and direct BC Hydro to 

file its amended schedules, pursuant to section 58 of the UCA. 

 

16. If the reconnection charge is not to be dealt with here, BCPSO would ask that the 

Commission provide direction as to how it can be addressed. 

All of which is respectfully submitted.   

 

Sincerely, 

BC Public Interest Advocacy Centre 

Original signed on file by: 

 
Erin Pritchard 
Barrister & Solicitor 
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 UCA, s. 59(5)(a). 
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 Order G-167-13, para. 4. 
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 Exhibit B-11, BCPSO 2.21.3. 
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BCUC Order G-13-14. 


